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During recent weeks there’s been considerable media coverage locally and 

nationally on the increase in recorded levels of knife crime. This serious matter 

has also been raised at our public meetings as well – sadly there was yet another 

dreadful stabbing in Ipswich on May 12th.  I share these concerns, but at the 

same time I’d like to take this opportunity to reassure everyone in Suffolk our 

county remains one of the safest in the country.  I suspect part of the difficulty is 

that we’re just not used to hearing about stabbings and knife crime and so it is 

particularly worrying. 

 

One contributory factor to the rise in knife crime in Suffolk is linked to London 

based organised crime groups selling illegal drugs in some of our towns. These 

criminal groups are ruthless and without compassion, being quite content to 

resort to extreme violence if anybody disrupts their “business”.  Fortunately, 

Suffolk Constabulary and other security agencies are having considerable 

success in tackling these gangs and bringing these criminals to justice.  

 

As Police and Crime Commissioner I have responsibilities to work with agencies 

and communities together and help keep everyone safe. There needs to be a 



good balance in society between education that carrying a knife doesn’t keep you 

safe and addressing the causes of this insecurity. More needs to be done to 

understand the causes of this anxiety and identify preventative approaches. I 

personally do not understand why people feel the need to carry knives but one 

thing we need to be absolutely clear about and that if you are caught in 

possession of a knife it’s a criminal offence you are liable to prosecution.  

One initiative launched last year by the Constabulary was the appointment of 

three PCSOs dedicated to improving liaison between schools and the police – one 

for each policing area.  The focal point of their work is helping young people 

improve their personal safety including the consequences of substance misuse 

and dangers associated with knife crime. Put simply, prevention is better than 

cure and this novel approach in partnership with schools, families and the 

community is a long term commitment to crime prevention. So far this work is 

progressing really well. 

 

In addition to this work I use my crime disorder and reduction grant funding to 

work with the voluntary sector to support a range of projects helping youngsters 

make the right choices in life. Much of this work is developed in conjunction with 

the Suffolk Community Foundation. Expansion of the volunteer police cadet 



programme is another important development for combatting insecurity in the 

younger generation.  

 

One of the first youth organisations I came across after I was first elected is 

Suffolk Positive Futures and I’ve never ceased to be amazed at the range of 

activities they arrange for young people aged between 10 and 19 years.  I’ve 

been delighted support this organisation through my grant funding and have 

seen at first hand some of these programmes. Positive Futures works 

particularly hard to assist those who are at risk from crime and exploitation. In 

the last five years over 50,000 activity sessions have been delivered! 

 

I know there is no guarantee of complete success with any programme but I 

remain totally convinced these projects make a fundamental contribution to 

making Suffolk a safer place. I hope we will soon be able to reflect on how this 

joined up approach - between community groups, the police and criminal justice 

partners,  and young people - has been successful in tackling the scourge of knife 

crime in our midst.  This commitment to help and support each other is key and 

it is the Suffolk way! 

 


